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ABSTRACT
Neural network classifiers trained using end-to-end learning regimes are argued most viable for
big data analytics due to their low system complexity, fast training and low computational cost.
Generally, big data classification models are trained using a semi-supervised learning framework
due to the regularly available unlabelled samples and the high cost to gather labelled samples. The
assumption is posed within this work that unlabelled training samples in big data are from both the
same and different classes to available labelled training samples which we call a quasi-open set.
Under quasi-open set assumptions, end-to-end classifier models must accurately classify samples
from source classes represented by labelled and unlabelled training samples while also detecting
and separating samples from novel classes represented by only unlabelled training samples. To the
best of our knowledge, no end-to-end work has trained under a quasi-open set assumption making
our results a first of its kind. Our proposed method extends the semi-supervised learning using
GANs framework to also explicitly train a certainty classification measurement via end-to-end means.
Different from other certainty measurements that aim to reduce misclassifications of source classes,
ours aims to provide tractable means to separate source and novel classes. Experiments are conducted
on a simulated quasi-open set using MNIST by selecting seven classes as source classes and using
the remaining three classes as possible novel classes. For all experiments, near-perfect separation of
samples from novel classes is achieved. On the other hand, source class classification is dependant on
the number of labelled training samples provided for the source classes as per general end-to-end
classification learning. End-to-end learning is held as the most tractable solution for big data analytics,
but if only if models are trained to classify source classes and simultaneously detect novel classes.
Keywords Unknown classes · Novel classes · Source classes · Quasi-open set · Semi-supervised learning · Generative
adversarial networks ·Wasserstein generative adversarial networks
1 Introduction
Rampant climate change, overpopulation and increasing economic depression indicate a modern society desperate
for aid. Our future depends on positively utilising new fourth industrial revolution technologies, most notably that of
artificial intelligence (A.I.). Analysing big data with A.I. has already been shown beneficial for education, healthcare,
natural disaster prediction/management and many other positively influencing applications [17]. Developing A.I. based
off incomprehensible large datasets, however, demands careful consideration towards computational tractability and the
vast domain in question. One tractable A.I. solution for big data analytics is that of neural network classifiers that are
trained using end-to-end learning [5, 21]. Advantages such as low system complexity, state-of-the-art results, and the
ability to recognise intricate patterns from large datasets arguable makes end-to-end learning the most viable solution
for big data analytics. However, end-to-end learning does not yet support large class domains in a cost-effective manner,
a fundamental requirement for big data.
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Consider the following example:
The per-pixel classification of earth monitoring hyperspectral satellite images is big data as images contain millions of
pixels, each with over 100 values [1]. Immense application potential has been shown for these hyperspectral satellite
images, yet the high cost to gather data causes complexities [30]. Fundamentally, end-to-end classification systems
require input data samples with annotated or labelled outputs. Manually gathering annotated samples is costly in big
data domains such as hyperspectral satellite images. Therefore, a small number of labelled samples and an abundance
of unlabelled samples is common within hyperspectral datasets [2]. With the satellite imaging domain also panning
over both space and time (multiple areas captured at different time intervals), the number of classes input samples could
belong to is excessive. As an example, we refer to the introductory single hyperspectral image of Indian Pines shown in
Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Indian Pines hyperspectral image dataset – (a) Photo of Indian Pines, (b) pixel-wise ground truth with key.
It is clear that within the Indian Pines dataset, pixels are labelled into 16 vegetation classes. On the other hand, many
pixels are left unlabelled simulating a real-world dataset. Within the Indian Pines image, it is known that some classes
not in the list of 16 are only represented by unlabelled pixels. For example, some pixels are known to belong to the class
’roads’, yet, the ’roads’ is not in the class list. If we extend the domain to the entire earth’s surface, plenty of classes
are not considered in the Indian Pines image (’roads’, ’desert’, ’snow-covered land’, ’water’, ’burnt land’, ’buildings’,
’mines’, ’recreational fields’, etc.). A fully-operational classifier will encounter pixels from classes not defined in
the class list. As to say, labelled training samples won’t represent all classes in the domain. Classifier systems must,
therefore, recognize that samples from extraneous novel classes will be encountered and should not be classified as any
of the defined source classes. Formally, labelled training samples represent source classes of interest to the application,
yet unlabelled training samples could belong to source or novel classes.
Classifying source class samples while also separating novel class samples is fundamental for operational classifiers.
Unlabelled training samples that could belong to source or novel classes provides means of training models to distinguish
between the two. To the best of our knowledge, only graph-based methods have achieved training in this manner [22,
26]. But, due to the high computational cost of graph-based methods [10, p. 586], experiments within these works were
only conducted on small datasets (hence the attraction to use end-to-end learning instead). However, training under
such a dataset framework in an end-to-end manner has not yet been realized. As such, a new end-to-end learning regime
is introduced that trains models off labelled training samples from multiple source classes and unlabelled training
samples from the same source classes and various novel classes. Models must learn to accurately classify any source
class sample into its respective source class and also separate any novel class sample. We are, however, left with the
complexity that manually defined output class-labels are not, by their definition, available for novel classes.
Vast class domains and their high cost to be fully determined means development of functional, cost-effective classifiers
must support both source and novel classes. A precision agriculture application using hyperspectral satellite images
([4]) should only spend resources to define the agricultural classes of interest to that application and not the plethora of
other classes in the earth surface domain. It is still held that deep learning is an appropriate solution for big data, but if
and only if discrimination between source and novel classes is achieved in a tractable manner. Within this work, we
introduce a new end-to-end learning regime that harnesses regularly available unlabelled samples to achieve source class
classification and simultaneous novel class detection. Our proposed method explicitly trains a certainty classification
measurement via end-to-end means as an extra output to the classifier network. As to say, the output score at the
certainty node represents the system confidence in its classification of the input sample. Subsequently, an input sample
is only classified into one of the source classes given that its classification confidence is above a threshold. Samples
below this threshold are rejected from classification, thus categorizing them as ’unknown’.
The popular end-to-end generative adversarial networks (GANs) framework is used as a baseline to develop the
classification system. The above described certainty measurement is appended to this framework to achieve appropriate
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classification for a quasi-open set. Assuming that the training dataset encompasses all classes in the domain, differentia-
tion of all classes will be achieved using our proposed method. We experiment on a simulated quasi-open set using the
MNIST digit dataset and, with no other work conducting such experiments, the results are a first of its kind. End-to-end
learning is promoted in this work to a more cost-friendly state concerning large class domains. By training classifiers to
recognize source and novel classes in an end-to-end manner, a tractable, cost-effective method for big data analytics is
produced.
2 End-to-end training
Providing neural connected networks with multiple input samples accompanied with their required outputs allows
back-propagation ([14]) to teach models accurate input-to-output transformations. Fast training and high accuracy
are the major attractions of deep learning, even though it is time-consuming and costly to manually annotate input
samples into their respective output labels. For classification, these output-labels represent the various classes within
the domain. The complication arises for input-to-output models because output source-class labels directly define the
required output of the classification system – which is known as supervised learning [10, p.243-244]. Consequently,
input samples that belong to novel classes for which output class-labels are not defined will be incorrectly classified
into one of the source class output-labels.
Training models on complex datasets with only labelled samples leads to what is known as the curse of high dimensional
data or the Hughes Phenomena [28]. Given that big datasets generally consists of sparsely labelled samples and an
abundance of unlabelled samples, this curse is simply lifted by combining an unsupervised learning scheme with
a supervised learning scheme. Unsupervised learning requires models to discover similarities and differences of
unlabelled samples. Combining this knowledge with supervised learning, which is known as semi-supervised learning,
drastically decreases development cost required to gather labelled training samples. With deep learning also capable of
unsupervised learning via generative models (GANs), state-of-the-art results have been regularly achieved for semi-
supervised deep learning in big data domains (e.g. hyperspectral image classification [33], medical image classification
[6]). Nevertheless, semi-supervised learning works are still limited as they do not provide support for novel classes.
End-to-end novelty detection has been regularly studied under different learning regimes. Three regimes that do
not directly fall under novel class detection as defined in this work but are worth mentioning are one-shot learning
([8]), few-shot learning [29] and zero-shot learning [23]. Under one/few shot learning, one or a few (generally five)
labelled samples are made available during training for specific novel classes. This is considerably less than the general
thousands of labelled samples made available for source classes. Under one and few show learning, models are tasked
to use discriminative information of source classes to also detect extremely sparsely labelled novel classes. A more
extreme case of one/few shot learning is that of zero-shot learning wherein no training samples are available for novel
classes, yet side-semantic information about them is. For one/few/zero-shot learning, labelled samples from novel
classes and/or side-semantic novel class information is used to extend the class list of the classification system by
training models to recognize individual novel classes. In this work, novel classes are instead defined as all those different
from source classes. As such, instead of individually learning new novel classes, our work trains models to separate all
novel classes into the ’unknown’ category.
Two specific fields that also define novel classes as ’unknown’ is one-class classification and open-set recognition. For
one-class classification, all source classes of interest are inserted into a single target class which must be separated from
all other novel classes in the domain [16]. As to say, source classes must be categorized as ’known’ and novel classes
as ’unknown’. Different one-class classification works provide different amount of information for novel classes, yet
sufficient information is always provided for source classes. Treating all source classes as a single target class means
models do not learn discriminating information between source classes which leads to poor classification performance
for big data [15]. The in-class information when discriminating between source classes is vital for high accuracy
classification. Furthermore, under one-class classification, the classification of source classes isn’t achieved. This leads
us to open-set recognition.
Independent from the training phase, the testing phase determines the operational capacity of classification models.
Under general open-set recognition, novel classes are introduced only during testing to determine model robustness
towards never before seen classes [36] (in contrast to a closed-set with only source classes seen during testing). A
trained classifier on source classes must, therefore, act independently from the novel class detector as the trained
classifier cannot be altered during testing. Different to one-class classification, open-set recognition classifiers must
still discriminate between source classes. Only an additional novel class detector must be trained to accept and reject
the classifications for source and novel classes respectively. However, open-set recognition is a difficult task as novel
class detectors cannot infer parameters according to the novel classes. Novel class detectors must, therefore, place a
classification boundary around source classes and deem any class outside this boundary as a novel class. However,
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defining the distance of this boundary is intractable and domain-specific as classes outside the boundary are not available
during training.
Returning to semi-supervised learning for big data, the inclusion of unlabelled samples during training provides a
setting for a more relaxed open-set case. Unlabelled training samples, by definition of unlabelled, cannot define output
class-labels within the classification system. Therefore, unlabelled training samples can certainly be from source or
novel classes yet, similar to open-set recognition, no information about the novel classes would be available. In fact, this
relaxed open-set case directly translates to big datasets that contain labelled samples from source classes and unlabelled
samples from source and novel classes. With this semi-supervised and relaxed open-set case, we introduce our new
end-to-end learning regime of quasi-open set semi-supervised learning.
Similar to open-set recognition, quasi-open set semi-supervised learning models must classify source classes and reject
classification of novel classes as not being one of the source classes. Novel classes are, therefore, defined as all those
different to the source classes. Different to open set recognition, quasi-open set semi-supervised learning allows models
to infer parameters during training via end-to-end means according to both source and novel classes. With big datasets
known to contain a vast number of unlabelled samples from all classes in the domain, be they source or novel, training
under quasi-open set semi-supervised learning is argued a viable solution for big data analytics. For end-to-end learning,
we are unfortunately still faced with the conundrum of not having a defined output for novel classes.
3 Proposed method
For quasi-open set semi-supervised learning, the same end-to-end neural network classifier for source classes must
identify and separate novel classes. Using the popular one-hot encoded labelling system for neural network classifiers
[10, p. 143], K output nodes are required for the output class-labels of K source classes. As such, our proposed
method trains semi-supervised learning framework over K output class-labels using GANs. To achieve novel class
detection, an additional node is appended to the output of the classifier network, which is trained as a classification
certainty measurement. This certainty measurement is used to determine if an input sample’s classification into one of
the K output-labels should be accepted or rejected. Before introducing our unique training scheme for the certainty
measurement, general semi-supervised learning using GANs is first described.
3.1 Semi-supervised learning using GANs
The original GAN (referred to as the vanilla GAN) consists of two fully-connected adversarial neural networks
competing in a min-max game [11]. The generator network transforms random noise input vectors into new fake
samples of a similar format to real training samples. On the other hand, the discriminator network distinguishes real
samples from fake samples. The min-max game between these networks, indicated in eq. 1 from [11] trains the
generator to produce such realistic samples that it fools the discriminator in believing they are real. If an optimal
equilibrium of the min-max game is reached, the generated samples would be so realistic that the discriminator cannot
tell them apart from training samples. To ensure realistic samples are generated, GANs must learn similarities and
differences between training samples and generate samples with these same properties. As such, generated samples
(should) belong to explicit train domain classes which, given that no class-labels were provided, makes GANs fall under
unsupervised learning [3]. Combining this GAN training scheme with supervised learning achieves semi-supervised
learning.
The discriminator network from the vanilla GAN is defined with single output node tasked to produce a value between 0
and 1. Discriminators are trained to produce values closer to 0 for fake samples and closer to 1 for real samples using a
general binary classification framework [10, p. 140]. State-of-the-art semi-supervised learning using GANs is achieved
by altering the discriminator to have K output nodes (for K source classes) instead of one. The GAN training scheme
is also altered to train the discriminator to the zero vector for fake samples across all K nodes, and to have all K nodes
sum to 1 for real samples [27]. A softmax with cross-entropy supervised loss function [10, p. 20] can then be applied on
sparsely (one-hot encoded) labelled training samples. Given unsupervised learning from the original GAN framework
for unlabelled training samples and the additional supervised learning for the labelled training samples, classification
via semi-supervised learning is achieved by the discriminator network. Of importance to big data, this semi-supervised
learning GAN method produces high accuracy scores compared to other methods when only a small number of labelled
training samples and an abundance of unlabelled training samples are provided [18, 7, 34]. Unfortunately, GANs are
notorious for unstable training.
A specific GAN variant named Wasserstein GANs (WGANs, [3]) that aims to improve training stability minimizes
and maximizes the output of the discriminator, or critic in WGANs, for fake and real samples respectively. Different
to the vanilla GAN, the critic’s output is not constrained between 0 and 1. Not constraining the output between 0
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and 1 is beneficial as lower dimensional manifolds of complex datasets can be learnt. However, to train a WGAN,
the generator and critic must remain under the Lipschitz continuity constraint []. No WGAN study has yet fully
realized networks under this Lipschitz continuity constraint. However, with various non-GAN related works developing
Lipschitz continuity networks [12, 31, 32], we predict that this constraint will be met within future WGAN studies.
Applying our proposed method on the more stable WGAN is, therefore, warranted.
Specifically, in this work we use WGANs with gradient penalty (WGANs-GP) from [13] whereby the gradient penalty
enforces partial Lipschitz continuity. Different works have applied semi-supervised learning using WGANs or WGANs-
GP in different manners such as a adding consistency term [34], branching the critic output into two separate layers
[24], amongst others [20, 35, 25]. The most simplest solution, however, is to simply define K output-labels for the
critic, leave the WGAN-GP loss function as is, and then apply a softmax with cross-entropy supervised learning loss
across the K nodes. Thorough evaluation of general semi-supervised learning using this framework is left for future
work. The entire loss function for this semi-supervised learning WGAN-GP framework is given in eq. 1 below.
L =
WGAN︷ ︸︸ ︷
E
z∼P(z)
[C(G(z))]− E
x∼P(trn)
[C(x)] +
Gradient Penalty︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ E
x∼P(trn-gen)
[(||OxC(x)||2 − 1)2]−
Supervised loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
E
x,y∼P(trn-lab)
[
K∑
k=0
yklog(Ck(x))] (1)
For each term separate term:
• WGAN: G(z) is the generator network’s output given noise z sampled from a random normal distribution P(z).
C(x) represents the critic network’s output given input samples x while P(trn) is the training set distribution.
• Gradient penalty: λ is the penalty coefficient and is set to λ = 10, as in the original paper. P(trn-gen) is the a
combined distribution of the training set and generated samples to ensure the gradient penalty is applied to real
and fake samples.
• Supervised loss: x and y are the input samples and labels sampled from the labelled training set distribution
P(trn-lab), while Ck is the output of the critic at node k after a softmax output activation function is applied.
A semi-supervised learning WGAN-GP realizes classification for source classes indicated by labelled training samples
while unlabelled training samples are simply used to aid in the learning process using unsupervised learning means.
Under quasi-open set semi-supervised learning the unlabelled training samples are known to belong to source or novel
classes, and so this information must be utilized to achieve novel class detection.
3.2 Classification certainty measurement
Certainty or uncertainty classification measurements in deep learning are of extreme importance as systems must
have classification confidence scores for the real-world human affecting applications [9, 19]. Classifications with a
confidence score above 90% should be handled far differently from classifications with a confidence score below 50%.
On the other hand, not knowing the classification confidence would require unwarranted blind trust in the A.I. classifier
system. Certainty measurement research such as selective classification [9] and Bayesian deep learning [19] attempt to
produce classification confidence scores to reduce the number of misclassifications of source classes in a closed set
framework. Although reduction in misclassifications is attractive for the real-world, the increase in system complexity
and the lack of novelty detection support does not scale to big data. For our proposed method, we instead explicitly
train a classification certainty measurement via end-to-end means.
The primary goal of our trained certainty measurement is to produce classification confidence scores that, given a
set threshold, should reject classifications of samples from novel classes as not being from any defined source class.
Consider labelled and unlabelled training samples in quasi-open set semi-supervised learning. We translate this to the
system being 100% certain which source classes labelled samples belong to and 0% certain, or completely ignorant,
which source or novel classes unlabelled samples belong to. This translation is intuitive as the information provided by
developers to the system is directly correlated to the certainty of labelled samples belonging to source classes and the
uncertainty of unlabelled samples used during training. This dataset certainty is explicitly trained via end-to-end means
using a binary classification framework (sigmoid with cross-entropy [10, p. 140]). However, independently training
this binary classification would result in models overfitting on labelled samples producing in an ineffective certainty
measurement. Therefore, we opt to cooperatively train a semi-supervised learning framework over K + 1 output nodes,
whereby the K + 1’th node is also used to train the binary classification certainty measurement.
To extend the semi-supervised learning using WGANs-GP from eq. 1 to K + 1 output nodes, changes to the supervised
learning term and, subsequently, the one-hot encoded labelling system of the set is required. This simply achieved by
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appending a low (0) to all one-hot encoded labels for the K + 1’th output node and extending the supervised loss term
from eq. 1 to all K+1 output nodes (note that the supervised loss places allK+1 output nodes under the same softmax
output activation function). Simultaneously, the binary classification certainty measurement is trained at the K + 1’th
node. To fit with the extended one-hot encoded label criteria over K + 1 nodes, we train a low binary classification
(0) for labelled training samples, as these samples are trained via the supervised loss term to also produce a low at
the K + 1’th term. Consequently, a high binary classification (1) is trained at the K + 1’th node for all unlabelled
training samples. As discussed above, labelled samples are considered 100% certain, while unlabelled samples are
0% certain. With the binary classification criteria defined above, the system is trained in such a way that the lower the
output score for a given input sample at the K + 1’th node, the higher the classification confidence of the system. The
entire semi-supervised learning using WGANs-GP and binary certainty is summarized by eq. 2.
L =
WGAN︷ ︸︸ ︷
E
z∼P(z)
[C(G(z))]− E
x∼P(trn)
[C(x)] +
Gradient Penalty︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ E
x∼P(trn-gen)
[(||OxC(x)||2 − 1)2]
−
Supervised loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
E
x,y∼P(trn-lab)
[
K∑
k=0
yklog(Ck(x))] +
Binary certainty︷ ︸︸ ︷
E
x∼P(trn-lab)
[log(CK+1(x))] + E
x∼P(trn-unlab)
[log(1− CK+1(x)) (2)
With P(trn-lab) the labelled training set distribution and P(trn-unlab) the unlabelled training set distribution. At inference
time, each input sample will produce K +1 output values. The values across K nodes represent the classification of the
system into one of K source classes while the value at the K + 1’th node represents the confidence of the system for
the classification of the input sample into one of K source classes. A unique inference scheme is, therefore, required to
ensure accepted and rejected classifications of source and novel class samples respectively.
3.3 Inference
Note, as the supervised training loss from eq. 2 applies a softmax across all K +1 nodes, inference is also accompanied
with a softmax output activation function across K +1 nodes. Intuitively, all labelled training samples must be accepted
for classification into one of the K output class-labels as they are known to be from one of K source classes. With the
K + 1’th output representing the classification confidence scores of an input sample, the labelled training sample with
the least confident classification is set as the cut-off for acceptance and rejection. We define the cut-off at this labelled
sample’s classification confidence because, even though this labelled sample has a low classification confidence, it must
still be accepted for classification as it is labelled into a source class. Therefore, the output value of the labelled training
sample at the K + 1’th node is defined as a threshold. According to the binary classification certainty criteria defined
above, any input sample with a classification confidence higher than this threshold is rejected from being classified
into one of K source classes. And, any input sample with a classification lower than this threshold is accepted for
classification. Subsequently, rejected samples are categorized as ’unknown’ while accepted samples are classified into
the source class represented by the input sample’s highest value across K nodes (as per general classification). This
inference scheme is summarized by the algorithm below.
4 Experiments and Results
The popular MNIST dataset consists of 60000 labelled training images from 10 different digit classes (0 - 9) and 10000
labelled testing images from the same classes – i.e. a closed set. We simulate a quasi-open set semi-supervised learning
framework by masking the labels of all training samples except for a limited number of source classes. With the choice
of source and novel classes arbitrary, we define the classes "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5" and "6" as source classes for all
experiments. Therefore, we are left with classes "7", "8" and "9" as possible novel classes with only unlabelled training
samples from each. However, for experiment (a) we include all three novel classes in the set: for experiment (b) we
only include two novel classes in the set ("7" and "8"): for experiment (c) we only include one novel class in the set
("7"): and finally, to test robustness of the method, for experiment (d) we include no novel classes in the set. Novel
classes are removed from the set by discarding all training and testing samples from that class. These four experiments
are conducted to determine the effect the number of novel classes has on our proposed method.
At testing time, three different performance measurements are produced:
• The rate of correct rejection of all testing samples from the selected novel classes.
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Algorithm 1 Classification inference with certainty measurement given the labelled training distribution P(trn-lab), the
testing distribution P(tst) and the critic’s output for a given input sample after a softmax activation function (C0(), C1(),
C2(), ... , CK−1(), CK(), CK+1())
1: max = 0
2: for each training sample x in P(trn) do
3: if CK+1(x) > max then
4: max = CK+1(S)
5: end if
6: end for
7:
8: for each testing sample x in P(tst) do
9: if CK+1(x) < max then
10: classification = argmax(C0(x), C1(x), C2(x), ..., CK−1(x), CK(x))
11: else
12: classification = Unknown
13: end if
14: end for
• The rate of incorrect rejection of all testing samples from the selected source classes.
• The accurate classification of all non-rejected samples from the selected source classes.
For all experiments, we use low complexity neural network architectures for the critic and generator. The critic is
set to a 512 wide three-layer deep fully-connected structure, and the generator is set to a 512 wide four-layer deep
fully-connected structure. For all experiments, the following hyper-parameters are defined: the learning rate is set to
0.0005, the training batch size is set to 128, and the random noise vector for the input to the generator is set to size 128.
Results are all averaged over 5 separate runs with different random initialization and shuffling seeds. Results for the
four different experiments are shown over a varying number of labelled training samples per source class in the graphs
from Fig. 2.
5 Discussion
From these results, several main points are discussed:
• It is clear that in all experiments, no matter the number of novel classes and no matter the number of labelled
source class samples, near-perfect rejection of novel classes is achieved. However, a slight decrease in rejected
novel classes can be seen as the number of labelled source class samples increases. This slight decrease is
attributed to skewness in model learning towards source classes because source class information increases,
while novel class information remains unchanged. Nevertheless, clear rejection of novel classes at very high
rates can be seen.
• Throughout all experiments, near-perfect classification accuracy is seen for non-rejected source class samples.
Because classified samples are only those with high classification confidence, the classifier system only pro-
duces classifications that have a high chance of being correct (upwards of 99%). Therefore, misclassifications
are rare in all cases, which is highly attractive for real-world applications.
• On the other hand, source class samples that are rejected from classification is dependant on the number of
labelled training samples. The more labelled training samples provided, the more confident classifications are
leading to less rejected source class samples. This, while still maintaining near-perfect classification accuracy
for the accepted source classes. By explicitly training the classification confidence score using end-to-end
methods, models learn to only classify samples according to provided information from the cost spent on
gathering labelled training samples. The more cost spent, the more confident the classifier system becomes for
classifications leading to less rejected source class samples.
• Finally, the rate of rejected source class samples over the number of labelled training samples improves (i.e.
decreases) with an increase in novel classes. Therefore, it is concluded that the model is more capable of
identifying an ’unknown’ category if the ’unknown’ category is densely populated. More formally, models
learn less discriminating information between novel classes if many novel classes are within the set allowing
the model to learn more discriminating information of source classes. This result produces further attraction to
our proposed method as big data analytics arguable contains a plethora of novel classes.
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(a) Source class: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Novel classes: 7, 8, 9
(b) Source class: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Novel classes: 7, 8
(c) Source class: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Novel classes: 7
(d) Source class: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Novel classes: none
Figure 2: MNIST test results for a different number of novel classes per experiment (color images).
6 Conclusion
End-to-end learning is generally considered the most practical solution for big data analytics. Not only does it
computational complexity scale well to large datasets, but it also has the ability to realize intricate patterns within such
large datasets. However, the assumption of available learning regimes that all classes within the training set have defined
output class-labels does not translate to big data. The vast class domain within big datasets demands the assumption of
both source and novel classes within the set. Different learning regimes handle novel classes in different manners, yet
the framework of labelled training samples from source classes and unlabelled training samples from source and novel
classes has not yet been studied within end-to-end learning research. Therefore, we introduce this learning regime as
quasi-open set semi-supervised learning. By including unlabelled samples from novel classes during training, models
are able to learn from novel classes even though developers are oblivious of their existence. However, inconsistencies
arise as unlabelled training samples could also belong to source classes, and so there is no way of knowing which
class type unlabelled samples belong to. Given that labelled training samples are provided for source classes under
quasi-open set semi-supervised learning, discriminating knowledge of source classes can be harnessed to detect and
separate novel classes.
Our proposed method trains a classification certainty measurement via end-to-end means within the classifier network.
As to say, one of the output nodes of the classifier network represents a classification confidence score, whereby the
remaining output nodes represent the classification into source classes. By applying a threshold on the classification
confidence score, input samples can be accepted or rejected for classification. Rejected samples are categorized as
’unknown’ while accepted samples are classified according to class-label outputs of the classifier network. We found that
training our proposed classification certainty measurement in conjunction with a semi-supervised learning WGAN-GP
framework produced near-perfect rejection of all novel class samples. The rate of wrong rejection of source class
samples, on the other hand, is directly dependant on the number of labelled training samples provided for these source
classes. The more labelled samples, the less source class samples are rejected. This is as per general end-to-end
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classification where accuracy increases given more labelled samples. With quasi-open set semi-supervised learning
and our proposed method, a tractable big data analytics method has been developed that is able to handle large class
domains as in big data and is only dependant on GAN learning capabilities and the datasets provided to the model.
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